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Figure 1: ‘Complement’ Recommendations service in Myntra. Left: Primary product Added-to-Cart by user and corresponding
‘complement’ recommendations to increase discovery and item count in cart. Right: Comparative graph depicting the improve-
ment in service scalability due to proposed vectorized reformulation of recommendation components.

ABSTRACT
Maximizing cart value by increasing the number of items in elec-
tronic carts is one of the key strategies adopted by e-commerce
platforms for optimal conversion of positive user intent during an
online shopping session. Recommender systems play a key-role
in suggesting personalized candidate items that can be added to
cart by the user. However, it is important to serve a diverse set of
personalized recommendations that ‘complement’ user’s cart con-
tent to practically increase item count in cart and also contribute
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towards product discovery. Borrowed from Quantum Physics, De-
terminantal Point Processes (DPP) are used widely in recommender
systems to diversify personalized product recommendations for
improved user engagement. However, vertically scaling DPP for
recommendation sets, personalized with vector similarity metric
like cosine similarity, to serve large scale real-time concurrent user
requests is non-trivial. We propose a vectorized reformulation of
cosine similarity and conditional DPP implementation to best uti-
lize the highly improved vector computation capabilities (SIMD)
of modern processors. Experimental evidence on real-world traffic
shows that the proposed method can handle upto 15x more con-
current traffic while improving latency. The proposed method also
uses portable SIMD constructs from Python libraries which can
be easily adopted in most available SIMD supported CPUs with
minimal code changes.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization→ Single instruction, mul-
tiple data; • Applied computing→ Online shopping; • Com-
puting methodologies→ Linear algebra algorithms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
‘Add-To-Cart’ (ATC) is a key event in a user session on e-commerce
platforms. ATC indicates positive intent from user to complete a
purchase from current session. However, this also presents a unique
opportunity for the platform to improve cart value by increasing
the number of items in cart and optimize conversion, generally re-
ferred to as cart completion or cart filling. Cart completion has been
a subject of extensive research for decades, evolving continually to
cater to changing customer behaviour and research community’s
understanding of the same. Early works on cart completion works
on the principle of finding likely items to be added to cart based
on previous co-click events [4] and browsing history from a co-
hort of similar users [48]. Though effective, these approaches do
not differentiate browsing patterns and user motivation based on
occurrence of key-events like ATC or ‘Wish-listing’. Close et al.
[15] conducted a detailed study for understanding user behaviour
patterns related to the usage of electronic carts. Building on the
broader patterns of user motivation of adding items in cart beyond
immediate purchase as outlined by the researchers, we can identify
scope of optimizing conversion by increasing the number of items
in cart. Mcauley et al. [38] explored the concept of ‘complement’
and ‘substitute’ in their work, where they claim complements are
items that can be bought alongside items already in cart and substi-
tutes are used for replacing current cart items. For users looking to
take advantage of price promotion or browsing for entertainment
[15], recommending similar items or ‘substitutes’ to those already
in cart can be detrimental to the eventual cart value. In the first
case, user looking for price promotions may chose to replace a cart
item with a new item of lower or same value, which may not lead to
optimizing conversion. In the second case, users looking for enter-
tainment may find it monotonous to keep browsing similar items
which they have already explored. Apart from this, for users with
immediate purchase intent, substitute recommendations from their
cart can induce doubts about their selection, which may lead to
session abandonment. Similar item recommendations can be useful
to users looking for research or information search, but studies [15]
have shown that purchase probability for such sessions are much
lower than the cases mentioned above.

Thus, to optimize conversion through increasing items in cart,
diversification of personalized recommendations to suggest ‘com-
plements’ based on cart-items appears to be the better strategy as
it complements user selections rather than competing. However
naive diversification of personalized recommendations can lead to
degrading quality of suggestion. Diversification should be closely
aligned with user preferences and user journey on platform along
with cart-items. Determinantal Point Process [6, 21, 30] is a popular

method for diversifying personalized recommendations, personal-
ized with vector similarity metric like cosine similarity. However,
one practical consideration in using automated recommendation
system on e-commerce platform [1, 11, 16, 29, 43, 63] is the scale
and concurrency it has to handle in real-time shopping scenarios.
Online recommendation systems can receive millions of requests
per minute (RPM) on high traffic event days. Moreover, most e-
commerce platform will host millions of items in their catalogue
to serve millions of customers. Thus, it is imperative to build a
system that can handle large scale traffic of few million RPM while
also being flexible enough to be deployable without costly hard-
ware requirements. Cosine similarity and DPP [59], although being
an excellent algorithms to consider diversification of personalized
recommendations, but is not scalable vertically, especially when
deployed on CPU-only cloud servers. Tensorized versions of DPP
has been proposed [58] to harness GPU powers in-order to pro-
vide higher order scalability but as per our knowledge, re-thinking
DPP formulation and Cosine similarity implementation to best uti-
lize the untapped compute capacity of SIMD (Single Instruction
Multiple Data) enabled modern CPUs has not been explored previ-
ously in literature. To this end, we propose a reformulation of the
DPP algorithm and vectorized implementation of Cosine Similarity,
tailored for SIMD acceleration on CPU that is highly scalable yet
portable across various available server CPUs (Sec. 3). Proposed,
reformulated DPP reduces number of computation involving 𝑁

candidate recommendations and 𝑘 items from O(𝑥) + O(𝑁 2) to
O(𝑥) + O(𝑁 × 𝑘)), where 𝑁 >> 𝑘 and 𝑁 2 > 𝑥 > 𝑁 3; 𝑥 being the
number of computations for matrix multiplication.

Our proposed diversifying recommendation system (Fig. 1 (Left))
enabled us to reduce hardware requirement by nearly 12 times in
production environment (Fig. 1 (Right)) while also improving the top
99th-percentile (P99) latency under the maximum throughput by 13
times (realtime traffic observations discussed in Sec. 5). Our key
contributions in this work are

• Evaluation of parallel processing strategies for CPU for real-
time concurrent services on e-commerce platform.
• Vectorized implementation of cosine similarity used for user
personalization of recommendations that can leverage the
superior SIMD compute capability of modern CPUs.
• Reformulation and vectorization of DPP, commonly used for
diversification of recommendations, to best utilize the gain
in efficiency with SIMD.
• A portable implementation of vectorized SIMD acceleration
using Python libraries that can be migrated amongst various
CPUs and architectures with minimal to no code changes.
• Provide long-term scalability solution to recommendation
pipelines through SIMD vector optimization instead of par-
allel processing.

2 RELATEDWORK
Recommendation system has been an active area of research for
decades with ever evolving requirements to filter out information
overload and generate optimal set of recommendations for con-
sumers. Early works in recommendation systems started with find-
ing correlations of amongst items in large scale databases from
browsing sequences of users [4]. The widely studied ‘GroupLens’
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project [27, 28, 46] introduced collaborative information filtering in
recommendation systems inspired from the real world news groups.
Sarwar et al. [48] proposed to use item based collaborative filtering
in-place of the conventional user centric filtering, while Shahabi et
al. [49] introduced large scale recommendation system by augment-
ing collaborative filtering with content-based querying. Amazon
also published their report [34] on personalizing shopping with
item-to-item collaborative filtering using co-browsing data in 2003.
Hijikata et al. [23] proposed to use discovery driven collaborative
filtering that for each user recommends undiscovered items with
higher probability while personalizing the ranking based on user’s
discovery till that point of time.

On the other hand, the importance of diversity and maximizing
representation of the entire collection in the recommended subset
gained traction almost at the same time as well. Ko et al. [26] pro-
posed to select the most informative subset of recommendations
by maximizing entropy of the set. Adomavicius et al. [1] use mul-
ticriteria ranking to provide better and diverse recommendations.
Carbinell et al. [7] proposed re-ranking of document search results
to maximize information retrieved. Diversification of search results
and its impact on information filtering was studied widely in the
early 2010s [3, 9, 14, 17, 18, 22, 45, 47]. The impact of diversifica-
tion on auto recommendations was also studied widely at the same
time [55, 61, 62, 64]. Lathia et al. [33] studied relevance of temporal
diversity in recommendations. Chapelle et al. [10] explored com-
bining diversification objective with intent based metric ERR-IA
to evaluate relevance and diversity together. Genre and category
based diversification was also explored for generation better recom-
mendations [43, 54]. Diversification also played a important part
in improving relevance of video recommendations. Covington et al.
[16] use a deep-learning based recommendation model for gener-
ating diverse recommendations. While, Mark et al. [59] used DPP
for personalized diversification of video search results in Youtube.
Another widely adopted diversification strategy are the submodu-
lar functions [42] which operates on the principle of maximizing
information from a subset. Researcher’s in [41, 51] use submodular
functions to diversify recommendations in e-commerce.

Lot of research has been also done to better understand and inter-
pret user-behaviour and inferred signals in e-commerce shopping.
McNee et al. [39] attempted to establish a user-centric metric with
informal arguments to better evaluate recommendation quality.
Close and Kukar-Kinney [15] attempted to breakdown and analyse
various user motivation behind the use of electronic carts. In their
work they identify motivations such as entertainment, research also
to play a major role apart from usual factors like price promotions
and immediate purchase. The data evidence backed hypothesis
from this work helped to identify opportunities to increase cart
items and in effect the gross revenue. Hohnhold et al. [24] proposed
to focus on long term user retention rather than short-term gains.
Mcauley et al. [38] explored item relations based on substitutes and
complements, here substitutes refer to products which can replace
the item already in cart and complements are products which can
be bought along with the item already planned for purchase. Zheng
et al. [63] also explore substitute and complement relations between
items to enrich recommendations list.

Determinantal Point Processes originated in Quantum Physics
[6, 25, 35] and are a natural choice for modelling informative sub-
set selection problem like document summarization, diversifying
search and recommendations. Kulesza et al. [31] parameterized
conditional DPP and attempted to learn DPPs from the resulting
convex and tractable learning formulation. Kulesza et al. also pro-
posed to improve the efficiency of DPP computation with the fixed
size k-DPP formulation [30] and also advocated for using DPPs over
MRF in ML tasks mentioned above for better tractability of the for-
mer. Considerable effort has been invested collectively to improve
the efficiency of the DPP computation [5, 19, 20, 30, 36, 37]. Chen
et al. [11] used DPP to improve recommendations with diversity.
Mark et al. [59] also used DPP to generate diverse video recom-
mendations for Youtube. However, reformulating DPP to reduce
complexity of the algorithm without compromising on precision or
exact solution has not been explored in-depth in literature. In our
work, we introduce a reformulated personalization and DPP based
diversification process, highly scalable for online recommendations
by using vectorized computations efficiently. Proposed recommen-
dation pipeline is able to serve 15𝑥 more traffic than the existing
solutions without comprising on the quality of the results.

3 METHOD
For a given query product 𝑝𝑞 and user 𝑢𝑞 , Yan et al. [60] and Agar-
wal et al. [2] described the process of calculating relevant cross-
category or ‘complement’ recommendations. A product-embedding
vector 𝑒 represents a product 𝑝 present in the product catalogue
C of millions of products. Similarly, an user-embedding vector 𝑣
represents a user 𝑢 of the e-commerce platform in vector space.
Every embedding vector is part of a 𝑘-dimensional vector spaceV
stored in the form of a one-dimensional array in computer memory
(Eq. 1).

𝑒, 𝑣 ∈ V ⊂ R𝑘 (1)

For a query product 𝑝𝑞 with product embedding 𝑒𝑞 , a set of 𝑁 prod-
ucts containing the relevant cross-category recommended products
is generated using the product-embedding vectors 𝑒 inV . This set
which acts as a candidate set of recommendations, is called the re-
call set𝐶 for the query product 𝑝𝑞 . The sequence of products in the
recall set is not personalized according to the user preference as it
does not consider user-embedding vectors. It is essential to suggest
products in a personalized sequence tailored to user preference to
increase the relevance of the recommendations. Each product in
the recall set, represented by 𝑝𝑖 ∀𝑖 ∈ [1..𝑁 ], is assigned a user rele-
vance score 𝑠𝑖 , using user-embedding vector 𝑣𝑞 of user 𝑢𝑞 , and the
product embedding 𝑒𝑖 to personalize the product recommendations.
The personalized recall set is then re-ranked by Determinantal Point
Process (DPP) [35], which uses the relevance scores and product-
embeddings for diversifying the recommendations. The re-ranked
set of products are the recommended ‘complements’ of the product
𝑝𝑞 , personalized to user 𝑢𝑞 .

Fig. 2 shows the workflow for the cross-category-related prod-
uct recommendations. The recommendation workflow is broadly
divided into three steps:- (1) Recall set generation, (2) Personalised
scoring, and (3) Diversified re-ranking.
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Figure 2: ‘Complement’ recommendation service workflow

3.1 Recall Set Generation
This step acts as a filter on a catalogue of millions of products. It
filters out the less relevant products to generate the the recall set
𝐶 , a set of the most relevant 𝑁 products to the query product 𝑝𝑞 .
This step calculates the approximate nearest neighbours (ANN)
of the query product 𝑝𝑞 in the vector spaceV using the product-
embedding vectors 𝑒𝑞 of the query product and remaining products
𝑒𝑙∀ 𝑙 ∈ [1..NC] in the catalogue C .

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑔, ℎ) =
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑔𝑖 × ℎ𝑖 (2)

The cosine similarity distance Eq. 2 between the embedding vectors
is the metric for the relevance between two products. Distance
between the embedding vector 𝑒𝑞 and embedding vectors 𝑒𝑖∀𝑖 ∈
[1...𝑁 ] of the products 𝑝𝑖 in the recall set𝐶 gives the style relevance
score 𝑟𝑖 for the recommendation as shown in Eq. 3.

∀{𝑖 ∈ N, 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁 }, 𝑟𝑖 =
𝑘∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑒𝑞𝑗 × 𝑒𝑖 𝑗 (3)

User embedding vector 𝑣𝑞 depends on the real time in-session
data and user browsing behaviour. Thus, it is expected to evolve
with each action in a browsing session. Product attributes remain
mostly unchanged over their lifetime, barring few exceptions. This
makes user embeddings more volatile than product embeddings.
This property allows us to calculate the recall set of products, offline,
once a day without risking the consistency of the pipeline. Recall set
is stored in appropriate data-stores like Aerospike [50] and Redis [8].
During online recommendations, recall set 𝐶 for the query product
𝑝𝑞 is fetched from the corresponding data-store and passed into
next step of recommendation generation pipeline.

3.2 Personalised Scoring
The Recall set 𝐶 generated till now is non-personalized. For per-
sonalised recommendations, the candidate recommendations in 𝐶
should be re-scored, taking user affinity into account. The user-
personalized score of a product in the recall set is the distance of
the user embedding vector and product embedding vector in the
𝑘-dimensional space. A combination of the user-personalised score
with the style relevance score of each product acts as input for
re-ranking the recommendations.

Consider, 𝑣 is the user embedding vector, 𝑉 is the row-major
matrix of size𝑁 × 𝑘 with each row representing product embedding
𝑒𝑖 for each product in recall set 𝐶 i.e. candidate recommendation

𝑝𝑖 . 𝑆 is the vector containing user personalised score for every
candidate recommendation. User-personalized score 𝑠𝑖 of product
𝑝𝑖 in the recall set 𝐶 can be computed by Eq. 4.

∀{𝑖 ∈ N, 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁 }, 𝑠𝑖 =
𝑘∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑣 𝑗 ×𝑉𝑖 𝑗 (4)

User and Product embedding are normalized, i.e ∥𝑣 ∥ = 1 and
∥𝑒𝑖 ∥ = 1,∀ 𝑖 ∈ [1..𝑁 ]. The baseline algorithmic implementation is
described in Alg.1

Algorithm 1 Baseline implementation of cosine similarity

Require: (𝑢,𝑉 )
Ensure: 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝑆

𝑆 ← {0.0, 0.0, 0.0....0.0}𝑁
𝑖 ← 1
while 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁 do

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ← 0.0
𝑗 ← 1
while 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘 do

𝑋 ← 𝑢 [ 𝑗] ×𝑉 [𝑖] [ 𝑗]
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ← 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 + 𝑋
𝑗 ← 𝑗 + 1

end while
𝑆 [𝑖] ← 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

𝑖 ← 𝑖 + 1
end while

Since each iteration of outer loop in the baseline implementa-
tion as mentioned in Alg. 1 calculates score 𝑠𝑖 for each product 𝑝𝑖 ,
every iteration of outer loop is independent of each other and can
be computed in parallel. This limits the optimal efficiency of the
baseline implementation as it works on one vector element at a
time, increasing the latency of the cosine similarity calculation. For
optimising the latency of the user-personalised score calculation,
parallelism should be incorporated with the goal of the minimum
overhead in data transfer, data copy, context switching and cache
miss. Generally, parallelization is incorporated in the following
fashion:-

3.2.1 Multithreading. This method of parallelization is helpful in
case CPU cores are under-utilised and idle most of the time to share
the compute-heavy work and reduce the latency. In a user-facing
online system, thousands of concurrent users request recommenda-
tions at a given time, so CPU cores are occupied most of the time
to compute recommendations for the users, and there are no free
cores to incorporate more threads. Spawning more threads will
increase the load average of the system due to increase in number
of waiting threads. This will lead to frequent context switching due
to OS scheduler which adds the extra overhead latency of context
switching, thread creation and cache miss. This leads to the scenario
that the amount of time spent on context switching can exceed the
amount of time spent on computation. This behaviour suggests that
multi-threading will not reduce the latency and cannot scale well
for online system involving compute intensive machine learning
workloads. Efficient use of CPU cores is the key to increasing the
throughput, latency per request and performance.
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3.2.2 Register level parallelism/SIMD. Modern processors usually
have a wider register length which can consume more data in a
single instruction cycle. The proposed method is efficient when
the same operation is performed on multiple continuous and in-
dependent data, and the result is stored in multiple independent
yet continuous memory locations. Thus, enabling parallel computa-
tions with added advantage of more cache hits results in efficiently
generating user-personalised scores.

3.2.3 Proposed Cosine Similarity. Since cosine similarity calcula-
tion is a reduction operation, in which dependent data is continuous
in computer memory, the implementation mentioned in Alg.1 can-
not leverage register level parallelism. We propose a batch cosine
similarity operation to calculate similarity between user 𝑢 with
𝑁 products in recall set 𝐶 that is hardware-agnostic, optimized
and can be easily implemented in any high level programming lan-
guage like Python [53]. It is implemented according to instruction
set architecture, processors vector length, cache length and scope,
temporal and spatial locality of data. It is powered by the SIMD
(or vector parallelism) which performs 216× better than baseline
implementation.

The column-major matrix 𝑉 (𝑉 = 𝑉𝑇 , 𝑉 is the original product
embedding matrix 𝑉 ) represents the product embeddings, where
𝑖𝑡ℎ column contains the embedding 𝑒𝑖 for the product 𝑝𝑖 in the
candidate set 𝐶 and 𝑗𝑡ℎ row represents the 𝑗𝑡ℎ feature element
in the embedding of every product in 𝐶 , i.e. 𝑉𝑖 𝑗 represents 𝑗𝑡ℎ

feature element of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ product in𝐶 . Let us consider Intel® Xeon®

Platinum 8171MCPU@2.60GHz processor as the processing unit. It
has a maximum register length of 512 bits, implying it can consume
16 consecutive 32-bit floating point numbers in a single instruction
cycle, essentially processing 16 elements in parallel. In addition to
wide register length, it also has the functionality of Fused Multiply
Add (FMA) in the instruction set, which allows multiplication and
addition in a single clock cycle.

𝑓𝑚𝑎(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) = 𝑎 + 𝑏 × 𝑐

The proposed optimised cosine similarity calculations can be repre-
sented by Eq. 5,

𝑆 =

𝑘∑︁
𝑗=0
( ∀{𝑖 ∈ N, 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁 } 𝑢 𝑗 ×𝑉𝑗𝑖 ) (5)

Algorithm 2 Optimised implementation of cosine similarity

Require: (𝑢,𝑉 )
Ensure: 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝑆

𝑆 ← {0.0, 0.0, 0.0....0.0}𝑁
𝑖 ← 1
while 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘 do

𝑗 ← 1
while 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁 do ⊲

𝑆 [ 𝑗 : 𝑗 + 16] ← 𝑓𝑚𝑎(𝑆 [ 𝑗 : 𝑗 + 16], 𝑢 [𝑖], 𝑉 [𝑖] [ 𝑗 : 𝑗 + 16])
𝑗 ← 𝑗 + 16

end while
𝑖 ← 𝑖 + 1

end while

The proposed algorithm Alg. 2 ensures the maximum utilisation
of accumulator and CPU registers with the least data transfer, data
copy and cache miss overhead because of FMA instruction, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 3a. It processes 16 elements in a single clock cycle,
which is efficient and has lower latency than other implementations.
It also ensures maximum spatial and temporal locality for cache
hits, reducing the latency. Additionally, the proposed algorithm re-
duces number of total computations bringing down the processing
footprint of each request, enough to localize each request to a single
core of processor. Thus, providing significant scaling opportunity
by enabling multiple instance of computation process to run in a
single node. The number of instances is equal to number of cores
available in the node which is empirically calculated.

3.3 Diversified Re-Ranking
After generating the user-personalized score 𝑠𝑖 from the scoring
layer, the score is merged with the product relevance score 𝑟𝑖 to
obtain the recommendation quality for each product. Let 𝑞𝑖 be the
recommendation quality score for the product 𝑝𝑖 in the recall set𝐶 .

𝑞𝑖 = 𝛽𝑠𝑖 + (1 − 𝛽)𝑟𝑖 (6)

where 𝛽 is personalization hyperparameter which controls the
personalization in recommendations, whose value is derived empir-
ically. The candidate recommendations are then re-ranked ensuring
diversity and relevance in the recommendations, and the top 𝑀

products are shown to the user. The ranking of each product should
maximize the recommendation quality score 𝑞𝑖 and minimize the
repetition of similar products to maximize user engagement and
product discovery. In other words, the cumulative quality score and
the distance between the top𝑀 recommended products should be
maximized jointly. Cosine similarity between two product embed-
ding can be used to calculate the distance between two products.

Let𝑊 be a subset of products sampled from set of candidate
recommendations 𝐶 such that |𝑊 | = 𝑀 ; For each 𝑊 ⊆ 𝐶 , let
P(𝑊 ) be the probability that the user will browse and add products
to cart from the recommended product set𝑊 . P(𝑊 ) should be
maximized to get the most optimal set of top𝑀 recommendations.
This behaviour can be modelled as a Determinantal Point Process
(DPP) as illustrated by Mark et al. [59] and Warlop et al. [58].

The process of diversification in the recommendations comprise
of the following steps:-

(1) Learning the positive semi-definite kernel matrix 𝐿 that can
represent the point process.

(2) Sampling the top 𝑀 products from the candidate from the
DPP kernel matrix.

3.3.1 Learning the DPP kernel. Diversification in the recommended
products considers the quality scores 𝑞 and product-embedding
vectors in recall set 𝐶 .

Let 𝑑𝑖 𝑗 is the cosine similarity distance between the embedding
vector of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ and 𝑗𝑡ℎ product in the candidate set. The kernel
matrix can be parameterized as follows:-

𝐿𝑖 𝑗 = exp(𝛼2𝑞𝑖𝑞 𝑗 )𝑑𝑖 𝑗

𝛼 =
𝜃

2 × (1 − 𝜃 )
(7)
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(a) Optimised cosine similarity workflow

(b) Baseline DPP Implementation

(c) Proposed DPP Implementation

Figure 3: Optimization of cosine similarity and reformulation of DPP Kernel matrix generation

For diagonal elements since 𝑖 = 𝑗 , cosine distance between the same
products will be 1,i.e. 𝑑𝑖 𝑗 = 1. Eq. (7) can be simplified to

𝐿𝑖𝑖 = exp(𝛼2𝑞2𝑖 )
𝐿𝑖 𝑗 = exp(𝛼2𝑞𝑖𝑞 𝑗 )𝑑𝑖 𝑗 𝑓 𝑜𝑟 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗

𝛼 =
𝜃

2 × (1 − 𝜃 )

(8)

𝜃 ∈ [0, 1] is the tunable hyperparameter that controls the recom-
mendations’ relevance and diversity. In our experiments, we use
𝜃 = 0.7, empirically derived, for best results in recommendations in
terms of relevance and diversity. A high value of 𝜃 ensures a higher
priority to the quality score of recommendations as the kernel
matrix will be parameterized heavily on the quality of recommen-
dations. Similarly, a small value of 𝜃 will prioritize the diversity of
recommended products as the kernel matrix will be parameterized
by cosine similarity distance between the embedding vectors.

Constructing the kernel matrix involves getting the cosine sim-
ilarity distance 𝑑𝑖 𝑗 for every (𝑖, 𝑗) pair in candidate recommenda-
tions. Since the embedding vectors are normalized in the candidate
generation phase, 𝑑𝑖 𝑗 is the dot product of vector pair𝑉𝑖 and𝑉𝑗 . Dot
product for every vector pair can be calculated by matrix multiplica-
tion of𝑉 by its transpose𝑉 ⊺ . Let𝐷 is an𝑁×𝑁 matrix in which each
element𝐷𝑖 𝑗 contains the cosine similarity distance between 𝑖𝑡ℎ and
𝑗𝑡ℎ product in recall set 𝐶 . In other words, 𝐷𝑖 𝑗 = 𝑑𝑖𝑠 (𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝 𝑗 ) = 𝑑𝑖 𝑗 .

𝐷 = 𝑉 ⊺ ×𝑉 (9)

OpenBLAS [57] and Intel® MKL [56], which use the BLAS interface
for OS’s kernel-level optimized routines for linear algebra oper-
ations, can be utilized for computation of 𝐷 . Each component of
quality scores for product 𝑝𝑖 , exp(𝛼 × 𝑞𝑖 ), is multiplied by the cor-
responding element of the similarity matrix 𝐷 indexed by 𝑖 to get
the parameterized kernel matrix [12, 59]. The implementation is

explained in Alg. 3 and illustrated in Fig. 3b. Let 𝑥 be number of com-
putations involved in matrix multiplication to generate similarity
matrix 𝐷 . Also, number of computations required to parameterise
similarity matrix 𝐷 to generate kernel matrix 𝐿 is proportional to
𝑁 2 as shown in Alg. 3. Therefore, approx number of computations
of generating kernel matrix from baseline implementation Alg.3
can be estimated to

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜 𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 = O(𝑥) + O(𝑁 2) (10)

Algorithm 3 Baseline implementation of kernel matrix generation
Require: 𝜃 ⊲ DPP hyperparamter for controlling relevance
Require: 𝑞,𝑉 ⊲ Quality score and Product embeddings
Require: 𝑁 ⊲ Number of candidate recommendations
Ensure: 𝐿 ⊲ Parametrised Kernel Matrix
𝛼 ← 𝜃 ÷ (2 × (1 − 𝜃 ))
𝐿 ← 𝑉 ⊺ ×𝑉 ⊲ Using BLAS matrix multiplication subroutine
𝑖 ← 1
while 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁 do

while 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁 do
𝐿[𝑖] [ 𝑗] ← exp(𝛼𝑞𝑖 ) × exp(𝛼𝑞 𝑗 ) × 𝐿[𝑖] [ 𝑗]
𝑗 ← 𝑗 + 1

end while
𝑖 ← 𝑖 + 1

end while

3.3.2 Proposed DPP. We propose an efficient way to compute ker-
nel matrix which involves less number of computation to generate
kernel matrix than Alg. 3. Let (∗) represents element wise multipli-
cation of a vector and matrix. In case of element wise multiplication
of row vector and matrix, each element of vector is multiplied to
every element of the corresponding columns. Similarly in case of ele-
ment wise multiplication of column vector andmatrix, each element
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of vector is multiplied to every element of the corresponding rows.
Let 𝑆 be the row vector with component of scores, 𝑆𝑖 = exp(𝛼 ×𝑞𝑖 ).
The algorithm Alg. 3 can be represented using (∗) as follows:-

𝐿 = 𝑆⊺ ∗ (𝑉 ⊺ ×𝑉 ) ∗ 𝑆 (11)

Eq. 11 can be further simplified as,

𝐿 = 𝑆⊺ ∗ (𝑉 ⊺ ×𝑉 ) ∗ 𝑆
⇔ 𝐿 = 𝑆⊺ ∗𝑉 ⊺ ×𝑉 ∗ 𝑆
⇔ 𝐿 = (𝑆⊺ ∗𝑉 ⊺) × (𝑉 ∗ 𝑆)
⇔ 𝐿 = (𝑉 ∗ 𝑆)⊺ × (𝑉 ∗ 𝑆)

(12)

The term 𝑉 ∗ 𝑆 represents a matrix with each column is the
embedding vector 𝑒𝑖 of each product 𝑝𝑖 is elongated by the factor of
the component of quality score exp(𝛼×𝑞𝑖 ). Using the simplification
mentioned in Eq. 12, the implementation of kernel matrix creation
can be further optimised by prior computation of 𝑉 ∗ 𝑆 and the
result of the matrix multiplication of the transpose of 𝑉 ∗ 𝑆 with
itself will give the parameterised kernel matrix 𝐿 as illustrated in
Fig. 3c.

Algorithm 4 Proposed Optimised implementation of kernel matrix
generation
Require: 𝜃 ⊲ DPP hyperparamter for controlling relevance
Require: 𝑞,𝑉 ⊲ Quality score and Product embeddings
Require: 𝑁 ⊲ Number of candidate recommendations
Ensure: 𝐿 ⊲ Parametrised Kernel Matrix
𝛼 ← 𝜃 ÷ (2 × (1 − 𝜃 ))
𝑖 ← 1
while 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘 do

while 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁 do
𝑉 [𝑖] [ 𝑗] ← exp(𝛼𝑞𝑖 ) × exp(𝛼𝑞 𝑗 ) ×𝑉 [𝑖] [ 𝑗]
𝑗 ← 𝑗 + 1

end while
𝑖 ← 𝑖 + 1

end while
𝐿 ← 𝑉 ⊺ ×𝑉 ⊲ Using BLAS matrix multiplication subroutine

Since, the number of computations required to parameterise sim-
ilarity matrix𝐷 in Alg. 4 to generate kernel matrix 𝐿 is proportional
to 𝑁 × 𝑘 . Therefore, number of computations of generating kernel
matrix from proposed implementation Alg. 4 can be estimated to

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜 𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 = O(𝑥) + O(𝑁𝑘) (13)

For production use cases, since 𝑘 can be treated as constant as it
is independent on number of products in the recall set 𝐶 and for
various practical cases 𝑘 << 𝑁 , the algorithm Alg. 4 works better
than Alg. 3 as it iterates over less number of elements to generate
the parameterised kernel matrix.

3.3.3 Sampling the top relevant recommendations. Sampling the
top𝑀 relevant products involves fetching the optimal set of prod-
ucts satisfying Eq. 7. Since, finding the optimal subset of products
𝑊𝑀 is NP-Hard, a greedy algorithm [12] for submodular maximisa-
tion [42] is used.

4 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We have implemented the proposed workflow of the cross-category
recommendations system using Python3.8 with Numba [32] and
NumPy [52].

• NumPy is a Python library used to store numerical data in
the form of arrays. Internally, NumPy uses low-level func-
tions and kernel libraries for fast mathematical operations.
Also, it stores the arrays in a continuous memory buffer like
any other low-level programming language like C or For-
tran, making it easier to utilize SIMD due to the increase in
memory colocation. User and Product embedding vectors
are stored in the form of NumPy arrays.
• Numba is a JIT(just-in-time) python compiler that compiles
high-level python functions to low-level machine code using
the LLVM compiler library. SIMD capabilities can be utilized
in by translating into low-level machine code according to
embedding vectors memory layout, CPU specification and
available registers on the cloud machines without manually
specifying the compilation flags.

We avoided assembly-level SIMD to make the implementation
portable across systems within x86 architecture. This also makes
the implementation easy to develop, debug and maintain as pro-
grammer does not have to understand the underlying hardware.

5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section we discuss the benchmarking of the proposed refor-
mulated components and its impact on the whole recommendation
pipeline against the non-optimized baseline method. We bench-
marked the baseline workflow and the proposed workflow and
established the latency and throughput gains on a private recom-
mendation dataset. We also benchmarked the latency of various
compute intensive components and the throughput and latency
gain on baseline and proposed workflows.

5.1 Experimental setup
Recommendation dataset consists of 5000 query products and user
pairs. These query products are randomly selected from a prod-
uct catalogue of 1.5 million products. Each embedding are in 81-
dimensional vector spaceV (𝑘 = 81) and each product have a recall
set of 500 products(𝑁 = 500) and 60 products are sampled as the
top relevant products to recommend to user. The experiments are
performed on Microsoft Azure cloud based virtual machines which
uses Microsoft Azure Cloud Hypervisor based on Microsoft Hyper-
V. The underlying hardware on the virtual machine has Intel® Xeon®

Platinum 8171M CPU with frequency 2.60GHz with 16 cores and
64GB memory.

5.2 Experiments
We evaluate the impact of our proposed method on scalability of
user-facing online services through a series of experiments on
the existing and proposed pipelines. We first evaluate the baseline
process pipeline (P-Base), which is a implementation of the person-
alization and diversification algorithm as described in [59]. P-Base
is agnostic of the concurrency in online services and does not con-
tain any explicit thread or multiprocessing control. We introduce
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Table 1: Latency(in milliseconds) benchmarking of the baseline implementation(P-Base), single threaded baseline
implementation(P-Base-OnlineServ) and proposed implementation(P-Proposed) of recommendation service. KO indicates
request timeout.

Traffic

P-Base P-Base-OnlineServ P-Proposed
Latency Components Latency Components Latency Components
(in ms) (in ms) (in ms) (in ms) (in ms) (in ms)

Mean P95 P99 Cos DPP Mean P95 P99 Cos DPP Mean P95 P99 Cos DPPSim Sim Sim

0.9 k 20.1 43.7 54 3.70 2.78 14.6 24.7 25.2 2.03 1.32 11.1 16.5 19.7 0.052 0.677
3.0 k 98.1 348 555 11.5 50.7 15.1 27.0 29.9 2.14 1.40 11.2 17.2 19.9 0.053 0.678
15.0 k KO KO KO KO KO 16.7 32.7 41.5 2.74 1.63 12.0 19.2 25.3 0.053 0.776
42.0 k KO KO KO KO KO 196 742 1050 4.18 2.28 18.4 41.5 61.3 0.059 0.909
45.0 k KO KO KO KO KO KO KO KO KO KO 20.5 43.5 63.5 0.061 0.936

Table 2: Ablation study (in milliseconds) of individual proposed components of the recommendation pipeline.

Throughput
Latency (in ms)

Baseline Baseline + Vec. Similarity Baseline + Vec. DPP Baseline + Vec. Sim. & DPP
[P-Base-OnlineServ] [P-VecSim] [P-VecDPP] [P-Proposed]
Mean P95 P99 Mean P95 P99 Mean P95 P99 Mean P95 P99

3.0 k 15.1 27.0 29.9 11.9 17.7 19.7 14.6 25.3 28.2 11.2 17.2 19.9
12.0 k 16.5 31.7 40.2 12.6 20.4 25.5 15.1 29.1 36.6 11.7 17.8 22.2
18.0 k 17.3 34.7 47.4 13.6 22.7 30.5 15.9 31.7 41.5 12.0 19.2 26.5
24.0 k 19.5 41.5 62.0 14.6 28.7 31.5 17.4 35.9 49.1 14.1 27.2 29.0
30.0 k 22.6 51.3 75.2 15.1 34.5 34.9 22.1 45.7 64.3 14.5 32.5 33.1
36.0 k 50.9 150.0 217.0 19.4 44.7 49.3 39.1 62.5 78.2 18.2 37.6 41.9

Table 3: Benchmarking the impact of using multithreading in the proposed implementation of the recommendation service.

Throughput
Latency (in ms)

1 Threads 4 Threads 8 Threads 16 Threads
Mean P95 P99 Mean P95 P99 Mean P95 P99 Mean P95 P99

0.9 k 11.1 16.5 19.7 15.0 24.0 26.7 16.6 25.3 33.4 20.1 43.7 54
1.5 k 11.2 16.9 19.8 16.2 25.8 29.7 17.9 34.4 59.3 26.9 75.2 120
3.0 k 11.2 17.2 19.9 18.2 30.6 45.7 27.9 79.1 131 98.1 348 508

optimal multiprocessing conditions, suited to online services han-
dling concurrent requests, to P-Base and establish new pipeline
P-Base-OnlineServ by controlling number of intra and inter process
threads spawned for each request. Finally, we experiment with our
proposed pipeline P-Proposed which contains the thread control
mentioned before and also the vectorized implementation of per-
sonalization (Alg. 2) and diversification (Alg. 4). To analyze the
scalability of the pipelines under consideration we subject each
to varying load of concurrent requests ranging from 900 to 45000
Requests Per Minute (0.9K-45K RPM). We monitor the change of
latency under the increasing throughput of requests for each of the
pipeline and ascertain the breaking-point as the load under which
the pipelines go out-of-service due to congestion and non-serviced
timeout of incoming requests. The metrics used for comparative
analysis of the experiments are average and peak latency of end-to-
end service of a request. Average latency is nothing but the mean
of all observed latency in a observation set and peak latency refers

to the 99th percentile of all observations, also written as P-99. The
permissible limit of P-99 latency is 100ms. The observations are
recorded in Table. 1, where latency numbers in red represents un-
acceptable because P-99 latency exceeds permissible limit and ‘KO’
represents the experiment could not complete at higher level of
concurrency and requests being terminated by system.

5.3 Comparative analysis
Table. 1 shows the observed latency numbers of the P-Base, P-Base-
OnlineServ and P-Proposed under various loads on the system sim-
ulated with the real-world traffic simulator. As mentioned above,
P-Base does not contain any explicit thread control built into it
and runs with out-of-box settings of high level production APIs in
Python. At 0.9K RPM traffic the pipeline runs without any issue,
serving requests in 20.1ms on average and the peak latency lies
around 54ms. However, with increase in the load, the pipeline starts
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(a) Comparison of P-99 latencies (b) Cosine Similarity (c) DPP

Figure 4: a) Comparison of mean and peak P-99 latency of single threaded baseline implementation (P-Base-OnlineServ) and
proposed implementation (P-Proposed). Complete benchmarking including P-Base in inset. Benchmarking of b) Optimization
of cosine similarity and c) reformulation of DPP Kernel matrix generation

to choke up and finally gives away under 3.0K RPM load with aver-
age latency of 98.1ms and the peak latency climbing upto 555ms.
Thus, it can be concluded that P-Base is not vertically scalable. From
our analysis we ascertained the over usage of multi-threaded par-
allelization to be the source of bottleneck in the pipeline. Python
APIs, in general, are designed with goal of achieving optimal per-
formance of single request on dedicated infra. Thus, lift-and-shift
implementation of such APIs in user facing online services that
are expected to handle large concurrency is not suitable. Hence,
we decided to re-establish the baseline after optimizing the multi-
threaded behaviour to make the implementation more suitable to
online services for fair comparison. Next we benchmark the thread
controlled implementation (P-Base-OnlineServ) of Alg. 1 and Alg. 3.
The pipeline becomes much more resilient under scale as it can
easily serve requests in 15.1ms on average under a load of 3.0K RPM.
It is easily able to handle even 15.0K RPM with 16.7ms average and
41.5ms Peak latency. However, breaking-point for P-Base-OnlineServ
occurs around 42.0K RPM traffic. Next we benchmark our proposed
pipeline P-Proposed with vectorized implementation of Alg. 2 and
Alg. 4 and optimal thread control, derived empirically. P-Proposed
performs much better under the basic load of 0.9K throughput with
average serving latency of 11.1ms and peak latency at P99 of 19.7ms.
We also observe that P-Proposed scales efficiently under increasing
load of 3K and 15K RPM load with less than 10% increase in average
serving latency. Under 15.0K RPM, P-Proposed has peak latency of
only 25.3ms which is significantly improved over P-Base-OnlineServ.
We validated the proposed pipeline P-Proposed to be operational un-
der traffic load of 45.0K RPM. Under this extreme load, the pipeline
is still able to serve requests under 20.5ms on average and with peak
latency (P99) of 63.5ms. Fig. 4a shows the latency vs. throughput
plot of P-Base, P-Base-OnlineServ and P-Proposed which visually de-
picts the improvement in vertical scalability between the pipelines.
Considering horizontal scaling to serve production traffic beyond
45k RPM, we can conclude that P-Proposed requires 50-times less
hardware instances than P-Base and 3-times less hardware instances
than P-Base-OnlineServ to support a certain amount of traffic. Next,
we benchmark each of the individual components impacted by our
proposed optimization in P-Proposed. Table. 1 also shows the ob-
served average latency for cosine similarity and DPP calculations in

P-Base, P-Base-OnlineServ and P-Proposed under increasing traffic.
Both cosine similarity and DPP module latency grows aggressively
in P-Base and reaches 11.5ms and 50.7ms on average respectively.
This validates the earlier observations that 3.0K RPM is the breaking-
point traffic for P-Base. At 0.9K RPM traffic, in P-Base-OnlineServ,
latency of cosine similarity computation is 2.03ms while that of
DPP is 1.32ms on average which is acceptable but on the higher side
for a real-time recommendation service. However, with increase
in the traffic, latency of both components increase rapidly. This
causes ‘thrashing’ in the system i.e. more time is wasted in context
switching than computing. This causes congestion and non-served
request queue build-up in the system, leading to rapid increase in
latency. At 42.0K RPM traffic, average latency of cosine similarity
goes upto 4.18ms and DPP latency reaches upto 2.28ms. Thus, it can
be concluded that the baseline implementation of cosine similarity
and DPP are not entirely vertically scalable. However, in contrast,
the cosine similarity and DPP component serving latency in the pro-
posed vectorized implementation P-Proposed is significantly lower
compared to the baseline implementation P-Base-OnlineServ.

In case of P-Proposed, vectorized cosine similarity incurs a aver-
age serving latency of 52𝜇𝑠 under nominal load of 0.9K RPM, which
only increases upto 61𝜇𝑠 under 45.0K RPM traffic. This indicates
the proposed vectorized implementation of Alg. 2 is highly scalable
and can perform with almost constant latency under aggressively
increasing requests traffic. Fig. 4b shows the comparative plots of
mean latency of cosine similarity pipeline. Similarly, the reformu-
lated vectorized DPP operates with average execution latency of
677𝜇𝑠 under 0.9K RPM traffic and is able to constrain the average
latency to just under 1ms (936𝜇𝑠) when subjected to a traffic of
45.0K RPM. Fig. 4c shows the comparative plots of mean latency
of DPP pipeline. Although the plots of DPP component in P-Base-
OnlineServ and P-Proposed seem to be close to each other but that
is due to the unconstrained growth of the DPP latency in P-Base.

Thus, the comparative analysis of critical components of our
proposed method comprehensively support our claims of signifi-
cantly improving the scalability of the diversified recommendation
pipeline. We take a further closer look at the impact of these critical
components later in Sec. 6 by evaluating their influence in isolation.
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6 ABLATION STUDY
In this section, we analyse the results of our ablation study of
the individual components of the proposed method to assess their
individual and collective influence on improving the scalability
of the pipeline. We also evaluate the impact of using traditional
optimization methods like threaded parallelization on our proposed
method.

6.1 Impact of individual components
We analyse the influence of individual proposed components in
improving the scalability of the recommendation pipeline through
a set of ablation experiments. Table. 2 shows the result of the ab-
lation experiments. The behaviour of P-Base-OnlineServ is already
discussed above and noted to be not scalable to a high degree. How-
ever, upon introducing the proposed vectorized Cosine similarity
(Alg. 2) to this pipeline, we observed that the resultant pipeline
P-VecSim becomes significantly more scalable. P-VecSim can serve
with an average and P-99 latency of 19.4ms and 49.3ms respectively
under 36.0K RPM traffic. This shows significant improvement over
P-Base-OnlineServ which have average and P-99 latency of 50.9ms
and 217.0ms respectively under similar conditions. Next, we evalu-
ate the influence of the proposed vectorized DPP (Alg. 4) module.
Upon introducing same to P-Base-OnlineServ, the resultant pipeline
P-VecDPP also becomes readily more scalable. The average and
peak latency of P-VecDPP, 39.1ms and 78.2ms respectively, when
subjected to a traffic of 36.0K RPM, remains decently under con-
trol to keep the pipeline operational. Introducing both vectorized
similarity and vectorized DPP to P-Base-OnlineServ creates our pro-
posed pipeline P-Proposed, which by virtue of including both the
scalable components demonstrates highest scalability. Subjected to
a traffic of 36.0K RPM, P-Proposed incurs average and peak latency
of 18.2ms and 41.9ms respectively, growing only 60% over the aver-
age latency of 11.2ms under 3.0K RPM. The peak latency growth
under maximum traffic is also constrained under only to 3 times
the original peak latency for a 12x growth in traffic. These observa-
tions prove our claims of proposing individual scalable components,
whose sum is even greater than the parts in terms of improving
scalability of the recommendation pipeline.

6.2 Impact of threaded parallelization
We also evaluated impact of using conventional optimization of
multithreaded parallelism on scalability of proposed recommen-
dation system pipeline. Table. 3 shows that the single threaded
pipeline scales most efficiently under increasing traffic with less
than 10% increase in the average serving latency over the range of
loads. However, even with 4 threads per request, the average and
peak latency doubles at 3.0K RPM than the 1-thread pipeline. 8 and
16 threaded implementations cross real-time SLA limits under only
3K RPM load with nearly 7x and 25x growth in peak latency over
1-thread pipeline. Thus, it can be concluded that naive usage of
multithreading without vectorization does not work well in practice
for online recommendation systems.

7 OPEN PROBLEMS AND FUTUREWORK
We have conducted in-depth experiments to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our proposed modification to the similarity and DPP

algorithms to leverage benefits of SIMD multiprocessing in server
and virtual machine environments. Evaluating the performance of
the same algorithms with SIMD multiprocessing in a container-
ized environment e.g. Kubernetes (k8s) is one of the goals of our
future work. We have also been exposed solely to x86 and x86_64
Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) as these are the most commonly
found instruction set in server and cloud VM environments. Evalu-
ating the impact of SIMD multiprocessing on different ISAs such
as ARM also remains an open problem to be addressed in future
publications from this body of work. On the other hand, we have
focused on constituting portable SIMD accelerated method and thus
had to look beyond Assembly level SIMD which becomes bound to
specific CPUs with specific register counts. However, this problem
can be solved alternatively by bypassing the dependency of regis-
ter lengths in Assembly level SIMD and we believe considerable
amount of research scope is present in that area.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored the opportunities of moving past con-
ventional optimization strategies like threaded parallelization for
CPU only online recommendation systems and adopting the SIMD
optimizations by redesigning critical components, with motivations
of vectorization, of a ‘complement’ recommendation system. We
experimentally show that vectorized implementation of the well
known blocks like personalization and diversification can be made
significantly more scalable by utilizing SIMD compute powers of
modern day CPUs. We use portable SIMD constructs in Python
to make the implementation easily portable across different CPUs
and architectures. The approach advocated-for in this work can be
extended to many available recommendation systems that are de-
ployed in CPU only servers and can be pivotal shift towards making
efficient large scale e-commerce services. In addition to endorsing
the use in recommender systems, we propose and encourage further
exploration of proposed algorithm in vector similarity operations,
particularly within applications such as vector databases, which
serve as efficient storage and retrieval systems for vector embed-
dings (e.g., Milvus [40], Pinecone [44], ChromaDB [13]). As these
applications are heavily reliant on similarity algorithms of the kind
proposed in this work, we believe further research into same will
help make these applications more optimized and real-time. Fur-
thermore, considering the influence of these applications in the
increasingly popular Generative-AI paradigm, optimizing them
holds the promise of rendering Generative-AI applications more
responsive and suitable for large-scale deployments in real-world
scenarios.
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